Imaging System “Pods”

This information applies to the following model designations:
PX40P, PX60P

Overview

The PX40P and PX60P Imaging Systems are complete, turn-key image-processing appliances based on Pixon Imaging’s powerful PX40PCB and PX60PCB board-level products. These compact “pod” packages are designed to be easy additions to new or existing video security and surveillance installations.

Features

- Composite video input, output, and buffered pass-through
- 10/100BASE-T Ethernet interface
- EIA-232 (RS-232) remote-control interface
- +5 VDC or +9-to-36 VDC power supply options, with power conditioning for vehicular use
- Video bypass feature controllable by software or external signal line
- User-friendly graphical control interface (Microsoft Windows based)

NOTICE: The information in this document is preliminary. It describes proposed features and design targets and should not be relied upon for design purposes. Contact Pixon Imaging for up-to-date information and specifications.